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 Recent deputy arrests in Albania 
arrests Doshi and Frroku
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USPA NEWS - Albanian deputies finally classified two of perjury have received permission from the parliament through their immune
extractor yesterday, being detained without being dried ink in this permit. Arrests came after a chaotic situation where mentioned are
mixed and more leading personalities in Al.

Albanian deputies finally classified two of perjury have received permission from the parliament through their immune extractor
yesterday, being detained without being dried ink in this Permit. The arrests came after a chaotic situation where they are mixed and
many leading personalities mentioned in Albania.
Many rumors have reinforced the idea that today circulates in the country for a pro-government political prosecution Albanian general.
Governor-general with his sensational arrest of having the presiding mayor of a major city in the country, only to give their approval for
not to run again for their posts, have reinforced the idea of “‹“‹the bias attitude of the state prosecutor on the side of government.A will
go until the end of the deputies arrest prosecutor, investigating to end the charges against them, or will be only a show for the people
and a good lesson for those who come out against government and the country's prime minister, Rama. Arrests made only mentioned
earlier removal of persons arrested from their posts and only that, no investigation of allegations leveled against them. Perhaps
deputies arrested shall have the luck, certainly the order of the prosecutor to put under accusation, highlights the opposition in many
Albanian media.
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